GeoAmericas 2024 Proceedings Submission Guidelines

All authors/presenters must use the paper template. Please do not alter the margins, fonts, etc. Our publishing partner (EDP, which published GeoAfrica 2023’s proceedings) will provide indexing and DOI service for these open access, peer-reviewed contributions; but all submissions to be included in the indexed proceedings must utilize consistent formats paper by paper. Any work to be included must be presented at the conference. Presenting authors must be registered by 15 January 2024 for their work to be included in the proceedings. Please utilize photos, charts, formulas, etc. that advance your work without being redundant.

TYPES OF SUBMISSIONS & GUIDELINES

1. Extended Abstract
   a. Purpose: A succinct and informative communication that provides supporting data for an original Technical Presentation.
   b. Length: 1 formatted page. If graphics push content onto a second page, do not exceed 2 pages.
   c. Content: Abstract (like other papers): Summary of what has been done, how and what was found.
   d. Figures and tables: The combination of figures and tables is not to exceed a total of four. Separate and detailed captions are to provide sufficient information to explain the content in each figure and table.
   e. Body text: Avoid duplication with the Abstract. Authors should focus on supporting detail and context for main points from the Abstract. Format as one section with no subheadings, but use paragraphs to organize thoughts.

2. Professional Practice Paper
   a. Purpose: i) Papers where unacceptable performance or performance issues are clearly documented and highlight the lessons learned. ii) Papers dealing with new, innovative, and creative applications of geosynthetics that demonstrate performance through observations or measurements and detail cost and time savings. Details on soil and/or exposure conditions, and design and construction methods are to be given.
   b. Length: 3 to 4 complete formatted papers

3. Technical paper
   a. Traditional conference paper.
   b. Length: 5 – 8 pages (See note on next page)
TECHNICAL PAPER LENGTH

Some submissions may be longer than 8 pages, but the GeoAmericas 2024 technical committee asks all authors to consider ways to make their contributions more concise. The content should represent what can be presented in a standard, in-person presentation during a conference technical session. Please let the technical committee know if you think you might require a longer submission. Contact through the Secretary General at general@geoamericas2024.org.